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Introduction

About This Guide
Purpose and Content
The purpose of this user guide is to provide an overview of Testnet, and to
provide support in day-to-day usage of Testnet. This User Guide is intended for
people new to Testnet as well as the seasoned user.
The Introduction, which you are reading now, contains a general description of
Testnet.
The Testnet section describes common Testnet procedures, such as starting up,
as well as the different user categories of Testnet.
The Weekdata section describes an Excel application that shows the test and
repair results for a specific week or a specified period of weeks.
The Infodata section describes an Excel application that helps you to search and
view test and repair information from the database.
The Measdata section describes an Excel application that enables viewing of
measured values from different tests.
The Repair section describes how to view and print test protocols stored in the
Testnet database.
The Admin section describes how to correct protocols rejected by the Store
program. It is also used for limited database operations.
The Users section describes how to add new users and assign levels of access.
Glossary explains the terms used in the guide.
Index offers an easy-to-use search function.

Conventions
To make the guide as easy to read as possible, we have tried to be consistent in
our use of terminology.
The following conventions are used:
These pictures correspond to the
buttons on the screen.
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<Button>

If there is no picture of a button, this
is how a button is illustrated.

<ENTER>

Keys on the keyboard.
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Italics

Used to emphasise special terms or
phrases.

Window

Name of a tab or a window.

"Menu"

Name of a window menu.

Menu=>Tab

Indicates which menu command you
should select from the Testnet main
menu to open a given tab or window.

Result sheet

This can be an Excel result sheet from
Weekdata, Infodata or Measdata.

An instruction to activate a button on the screen using the mouse is written like
this:
Click on

.

or

Click on <Button>.

An instruction to use a key on your computer's keyboard is written like this:
Press <Key>.
An instruction that comprises a series of steps is written like this:
1.

This is step 1

2.

This is step 2

3.

Etc.

How do I Use the Guide?
You can reach the guide from
Testnet via the Help menu.

When learning to use Testnet it is a good idea to look at the system whilst
reading the guide and. Don’t try to read the entire guide from beginning to end.
Simply choose the section that interests you and use the guide as reference in
times of need.

What Is Not In the Guide
A detailed description of Testnet System is not included in this guide. For a
more detailed description of Testnet please refer to the System Administrators
Manual.

User Interface
Testnet uses the Windows platform. The user interface consists of folders that
correspond to work assignments. In the folders there are tabs for the various
functions supported by Testnet.
The design of the user interface follows the same standards as Windows as far as
possible. However, The following is worth noting:

If a button is grey, it means
that no item has been selected
for the operation in question.
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•

Key commands are possible, to avoid using the mouse all the time.
Each command includes an underlined letter to identify it. Activate
the command by pressing the letter and the <ALT> key
simultaneously.

•

Operators with a low level of access and experience may only
perform certain commands. Contact your Testnet administrator if
you need access to additional commands.

•

A check box can be filled or emptied by clicking on it, or by
moving into it and pressing the space bar.
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•

You can move the cursor between fields using the TAB key. You
can move the cursor within a filed using the <Left> and
<Right> arrow keys.

R-State
An R-state is the revision number of a product. Testnet can handle products with
or without an R-state (described in "ST1D, Numbering and Revision Rules").

Product Numbers
Testnet can handle both external product numbers as well as Ericsson product
numbers. The external product numbers are described in EN/LZB 101 01/1D,
"External Product Numbers".

General Description of Tabs
Testnet's functions are divided into different groups of tabs. You can reach these
groups from a menu that appears when you have logged on to Testnet. When
you have chosen a group, by clicking on its button, a folder is opened which
includes all the tabs in the chosen group, or an Excel spreadsheet.
Most of the tabs in Testnet are constructed in a similar way. Buttons and
regularly occurring functions are described below, partly as a general description
and partly from the perspective of an "example tab". Tabs that include functions
other than those described below will be described together with their respective
work description.

Tab Objects
Testnet tabs consist of different objects:
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Text field

This text field is used for entering text. Some of these fields
can be used together with a barcode reader (for example to
enter serial numbers). The Combo-box is a special type of
text field.

Combo-Box

The Combo-box is the same as the text field, but also holds
a list of alternatives. Clicking on the little arrow to the right
opens this scroll down list.

Button

There are a number of buttons present in most of the tabs.
The functions for these buttons are described later on in this
chapter. Buttons that are contained only within a certain tab
are described in the chapter describing the tab, or in the
step-by-step instructions.

Check box

The check box is used to enable or disable the alternative
next to the check box. By marking the check box, the
alternative next to it will be enabled. Clicking in the check
box will make it switch between an enabled and disabled
state.

Radio button

The radio button is used to enable one out of a set of several
mutually exclusive alternatives. Clicking one of the coupled
radio buttons in a group will enable it.
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List/matrix

The list or matrix is used to display data. It is possible to
mark any row in the list to perform actions on the selected
item. The list is filled with data from the database when the
corresponding <Fetch> button is clicked.

Buttons
Some buttons appear in several places in Testnet. They always have the same
function. Other buttons are described in the descriptions for each tab or function
This button opens this user guide in PDF-format.
This button opens the About box, where version
information is shown for each of the Testnet
applications respectively.
This button opens saved data, such as selection
parameters for example.
This button will save data, such as parameters or
pictures.

Commands and Keys
These are the conventions used in this user guide.

Click…
"Click" will be used in sentences like these; "click on <Button>" or "click on
the Check box check box". There are several ways to accomplish the desired
action, depending on your equipment:
•

You can place the mouse pointer directly on the screen and click
once on the left mouse button (or equivalent).

•

You can press the <TAB> key repeated times until the desired
button is selected. Then press <ENTER> to activate the button. The
TAB-sequence normally follows the natural workflow.

•

You can use the various hot keys assigned to the buttons. The
underlined character in the button's name shows the assigned hot
key. To click on a button using hot keys, press down the <ALT>
key together with the corresponding letter key.

Type…
Type the data in a field or box.

Barcode Reader
A barcode reader can be used to enter serial numbers instead of typing them.
Select the text field into which you want the serial number to be scanned. Then
scan the barcode using the barcode reader.

Search Criteria
Search criteria are used to find specific information in the Testnet database, and
transfer the result to the active list. Enter a search criteria and click on the button
that fetches the data. Any information matching the search criteria will be
displayed in the list.
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<TAB>
Pressing the <TAB> key moves the cursor to the next box on the screen.

Select...
The combo-box indicates that there are a limited number of options. Open the
scrolling menu inside the box and select a row in the list.

Uppercase and Lowercase Letters
As an administrator you should consider how information is entered (typed) into
Testnet. You need to differentiate between uppercase and lowercase letters,
since the system interprets them as different characters.
The best way of avoiding this problem is to be consistent, such as by always
entering uppercase letters.

About Testnet
Testnet is a test data acquisition system. This system enables the supervision of
tests and allows you to track any faults that may occur with the product. Testnet
connects test, analysis and repair stations to a common database.
Testnet interfaces with both Bartrack and Quality System for Production (QSP).
There are two different Bartrack interfaces. One interface enables test stations to
receive the product number, R-state and manufacturing date for each individual
that is to be tested from Bartrack. If Testnet interacts with Bartrack version 6.4
or later a test production comments can be received from Bartrack. The other
interface sends the test status back to Bartrack. If Bartrack version 6.4 or later is
used the test type can also be sent to Bartrack.
Testnet’s interaction with QSP means that test and repair information can
automatically be sent to QSP.

About Testnet System
The Testnet applications are integrated in the Testnet system. The following
picture describes the Testnet system and its components:

Testnet User Guide
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Testnet
System

Search Clients

Archive Server
Files

Archive

Bartrack

ARCH

Work Horse
Files

Files
Database Server

BartrackIN

TestnetIN
Mule

Back-up

TNETDB

Store
Fetch

Clients

BT Transfer
Files

QspIN
Files

PDOXCOMM

QSP Transfer

Test Stations

PAMELA

NET95

QSP

The test result files are transmitted from the test station to the PDOXCOMM
directory where they are placed in a queue.
Net95 is the DOS interface between the test station and Testnet.
Pamela is the Windows interface between the test station and Testnet.
The Store application saves protocols, whereas the Fetch application
retrieves protocols from the Testnet database.
Store and Fetch are run on a dedicated server in the network. Store detects
files that are received by TestnetIN and interprets them. If the file is
approved then the protocol is stored in the database TNETDB. If the protocol is
rejected it is renamed as a “*.rrr” file and can be corrected by using the
Admin application. PDOXCOMM receives query files from the test stations.
These files are then intercepted by Fetch and, once approved, returned to
PDOXCOMM as protocol files. If the file is not approved then an empty file is
created on PDOXCOMM.
PDOXCOMM provides a barrier between the database and the test stations,
thereby ensuring that the test stations cannot in any way change the database.
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Testnet Main Menu
The Testnet main menu opens seven applications that are grouped into three
different groups:
Analysis
•

Weekdata

•

Infodata

•

Measdata

•

Machtime

•

Repair

Repair
Administration
•

Admin

•

Users

About Different Database Versions
The Analysis applications (see above), Repair and Users can be used together
with a Testnet R4 database as well as a Testnet 5.1 database.
Note: The Admin application can only be used with a Testnet 5.1 database.

Testnet User Guide
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Testnet

Main Menu Description
The different applications that make up Testnet are divided into three groups:
•

Analysis

•

Repair

•

Administration

Below is an example of the main menu:

The main menu has two menu choices in addition to the buttons on the menu:
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File:

Only contains the exit choice. By selecting Exit, the Testnet client will
close.

Help:

Only contains the about choice. By selecting About, the version dialog
box will open:
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•

Click on

to return to the main menu.

Different Categories of Users
In Testnet users are divided into four different categories.

Analyst
The Analyst has access to five Analysis applications that help to analyse
different aspects of the test results:

Repairer
The Repairer enters repair data into the Testnet database. A Repairer has access
rights to Repair.

Administrator
Administrators oversee the administration of test protocols. Administrators have
access rights to all applications except Users.

System Administrator
The System Administrator updates user profiles. They have access to every
application in Testnet.

14 • Testnet
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Starting-up Testnet
To start Testnet, open the Start menu, and he Testnet icon under

.

The following logon box will appear on the screen.

To be able to log on you need a User ID and a Password, both of which you
should have received from your Administrator.
After you login for the first time you will be prompted to change your password.
Your new password must be at least six characters and must be different from
your user ID.

How to Choose Your Database
1.

Go to the Database field.

2.

From the drop-down list select the database you want to work with.

How to Login
1.

Enter your user ID in the User ID field.

2.

Enter your password in the Password field

3.

To cancel the login, click on

4.

Click on

.

to log in

How to Change Your Password
1.

Testnet User Guide

Type your new password in the New Password field.
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2.

Enter the same new password again in the Verification field.

3.

Click on

to log in and change the password.

When you log in, your user rights will be validated against information stored in
the database. The Testnet main menu that appears after your login is based on
your user authorisation. For example, if you are registered as an analyst, then the
Analysis menu will appear.
If there are any applications within a group that you are not authorised to use,
these will be disabled. See below for an example of a disabled button:

At the bottom of some of the windows you will see a status bar. The bar has two
areas, the one to the left shows the current activity; the one to the right has two
"lights". If the application is occupied with something then the light to the right
turns red:

The light to the left turns green when the application is ready:

User Instructions for the Analyst
The Analyst has access to three applications that help to Analyse different
aspects of the test results and repair information. By using these applications the
Analyst can accumulate information to produce reports on the results of tests and
repairs that have been carried out.
The following is the main menu for the Analyst:

•
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To exit the program you can either click on

or select

File/Exit from the menu bar.

•

If you want to login as another user, click on
then return to the Login window.

•

To open an application click on the appropriate button.

. You will
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Weekdata

Description
Weekdata is an application for visualising information about tests and repairs
that have been carried out on a product over a calendar week period. The
information gained by using Weekdata can be used to improve quality. Test and
Repair information are shown on separate reports.
The information contained in the reports is obtained from the Testnet database.
Weekdata contains a macro function, which makes it possible to create macros,
consisting of a number of products, to be run at an eligible date and/or time.

Create a Weekdata Report

Testnet User Guide

1.

Click on
in the Testnet main menu.
The following window will appear.

2.

Select Weekdata/Start new selection from the menu bar.
The Selection from DB dialog box will appear:
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3.

.
If you want to search for the product number click on
Then the Search for Product Number dialog box will appear:

Enter the product number in the Prod.no field and click on
.
4.

The selected product will appear in the product number field. If
you don’t want to make a search you can select the product number
from the drop-down list.

5.

Select R-state from the list. When an R-state is selected, the
Sw.id list will be filled.

6.

Select Sw.id from the list. When a sw.id is selected, the Test.id
list will be filled.

7.

Select whether the search criteria should exclude cardmarks
(Without), include a specific cardmark (Specific) or include all
cardmarks (All).
Note: If you choose Specific a field will appear to allow you to
enter a list of maximum 40 cardmarks e.g. ABX1 will include
cardmark A, B, X and 1 in the search.

8.

Enter the period of time you want the report to cover. This can be
between one and ten weeks. The year should be entered first,
followed by the week number. For example, week 43 of 2005 will
be entered like this: 0543.

9.

To select repair information click on Select rep.info.

10. To select test information click on Select testinfo. (default).
11. To automatically print the search result, select Auto printout.
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12. To automatically form the report to fit A4 papers select Printout
format.
13. Click on

.

Alternative you can choose Weekdata/Start new selection based on Sw.Id
from the menu bar and the following dialog will appear:

This work in a similar way as the above dialog but in different you choose Sw.Id
first and then Prod.No and R.State.
After you have clicked on
complete.

status messages will appear until selection is

When the selection is completed, the spreadsheet will display the search result in
an indexed list.

By double-clicking on a row (Test or Rep) in the list, a corresponding result
sheet will appear.

Testnet User Guide
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To return to the start sheet from either the Test Information sheet or Repair
Information sheet, select Weekdata/Back to start sheet, from the menu bar.

Test Information Sheet
Below is an example of a Test Information sheet:

The test information sheet is made up of one graph and three tables.

Test Information Graph
The test information graph consists of the following:
•

Fault rate with confidence interval based on week information.

•

Four weeks average curve.

•

Target line.

The graph is always based on a ten-week period from the selected end week in
the search criteria.
By clicking on the radio buttons you can choose whether to show or hide curves
on the graph. You can also scale the graph between 10 and 100 percent in steps
of 10 percent by changing the drop-down box.

Test Information Tables
The tables show the following:
•

Information from the graph.

•

A summary (as a percentage) of the failure rate.

•

The failed test groups. These are shown in a Pareto list, which can
be sorted in three different ways.

•

You can enter the order of the test groups to reflect the actual test
sequence. Enter the order of your choice in the Test Ord. column
and then select the Show relative radio button. The failure rate
will be calculated relative to that order and the number of tests
performed.

If you double-click on a row in the Test group column, the Test point sheet
will appear:
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•

To return to the calling sheet click on

Repair Information Sheet
The Repair Information sheet is produced from the following information:
•

Test category

•

Error group

•

Error point (where the fault was detected)

•

Error code

•

Position

•

Action code

Note: The above information is obtained from Repair.
The repair information sheet is made up of two graphs and one table:
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•

A bar chart shows the number of repairs per week.

•

A pie chart displays the distribution of error codes (which can be
printed separately).

•

A list consisting of test category, test group and test point where
the fault was discovered (reason for repair), error code, position,
action and different kinds of sum (this list can be customised).
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How to Show Error Point as a Pie-Chart
1.

Click on

.

2.

The Selection of Error Point Category dialog box will appear:

From the drop-down box select the Error point category.
3.

Click on

.

The following sheet will appear:
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4.

To return to the calling sheet click on

5.

To print the result click on <Print Pie-chart> in the calling sheet.

Save as JPG-picture
It is possible to save the pie chart as a picture.
Note: This is only possible with Microsoft Office 2000.
1.

Select Weekdata/Save as JPG-picture from the menu bar.

2.

Enter a file name of your choice and click on

.

Format sheet for printout
It is possible to format the current sheet to fit the A4 paper on printouts. It also
removes radio buttons etc in the test sheets. Select Weekdata/Adjust format to
A4 printout from the menu bar.

Help
To view this user guide as a PDF-file, select menu item Weekdata/Help.

About
To show program information about Weekdata, select menu item
Weekdata/About.
The About Weekdata dialog box will appear:

Testnet User Guide
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Create a Macro
In Weekdata it is possible to create or modify a macro. One reason for creating
your own macro could be, for example, that you are interested in following up
certain products. You can specify these products in a macro, and each time you
need reports for these products, just run the macro.

How to Create a Macro
1.

In the Weekdata main window select Weekdata/Create/Modify
macro from the menu bar.
The following window will appear:
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2.

.
Click on
The following dialog box will appear:

3.

.
If you want to search for the product number click on
Then the Search for Product Number dialog box will appear:
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Enter the product number in the Prod.no field and click on
.
4.

The selected product will appear in the product number field. If
you don’t want to make a search you can select the product number
from the drop-down list.

5.

Select R-state from the list. When an R-state is selected, the
Sw.id list will be filled.

6.

Select Sw.id from the list. When a sw.id is selected, the Test.id
list will be filled.

7.

Select Test.id from the list.

8.

Select whether the search criteria should exclude cardmarks
(Without), include a specific cardmark (Specific) or include all
cardmarks (All).
Note: If you choose Specific a field will appear to allow you to
enter a list of maximum 40 cardmarks e.g. ABX1 will include
cardmark A, B, X and 1 in the search.

9.

Enter the products Level and Name.

10. Click on

.

11. Repeat steps 2-10 for each selection criteria you want to add to the
macro.
The information from the Selection from DB dialog box will be entered on to
the macro sheet. See below:

How to Delete a Row
1.

Select the row you want to delete.

2.

Click on

.

How to Save a Macro
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1.

Click on

to open the save dialog box.

2.

Give the macro a name and click on <Save>.
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The macro is saved, and the settings can be recalled by opening the macro. The
result of the macro is not saved.

How to Run a Macro
1.

Open the macro you want to run by selecting File/Open from the
menu bar. The table will show the settings for the opened macro.

2.

.
Click on
The following dialog box will appear:

3.

Enter the period of time you want the report to cover. This can be
between one and ten weeks. The year should be entered first,
followed by the week number. For example, week 43 of 2005 will
be entered like this: 0543.

4.

To select repair information click on Select rep.info.

5.

To select test information click on Select testinfo. (default).

6.

To automatically print the search result, select Auto printout.

7.

To automatically save the search result select Auto save.

8.

Click on

.

When the selection is completed, Excel will display the search result in an
indexed list.

•

To view a report summary sheet double click in the cell
----The macro result sheet ----.

Below is an example of the resulting report summary sheet:
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Infodata

Description
Infodata is an application that finds information about tests and repairs that have
been carried out on a product, for example, how a product has been tested and
what repairs, if any have been carried out.
As the information is presented in an Excel sheet it is possible to produce the
report in several ways, for example, table or graph format.
As Infodata is an Excel application all normal Excel features are available. In
addition, some special Infodata buttons exist:
Opens the search criteria dialog box.
Gives you the possibility to show or hide columns.
Enables you to sort data.
Gives you the possibility to filter information.
Shows only individuals that have failed the latest
test.
Enables you to create or modify a macro.
Shows individuals that have passed the latest test.
Gets corresponding description for the failing test
groups and test points.
Gets the measurement values and limits for the
failing test point.

Create an Infodata Report
Click on
in the Testnet main menu.
The following window will appear.

Testnet User Guide
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2.

.
To enter search criteria click on
The Selection from DB dialog box will appear:

3.

.
If you want to search for the product number click on
Then the Search for Product Number dialog box will appear:

Enter the product number in the Prod.no field and click on
.
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4.

The selected product will appear in the product number field. If
you don’t want to make a search you can select the product number
from the drop-down list.

5.

Select R-state from the list.

6

Select whether the search criteria should exclude cardmarks
(Without), include a specific cardmark (Specific) or include all
cardmarks (All).
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Note: If you choose Specific a field will appear to allow you to
enter a list of maximum 40 cardmarks e.g. ABX1 will include
cardmark A,B,X and 1 in the search.
7.

Enter the period of time you want the report to cover. This can be
between one and ten weeks. The year should be entered first,
followed by month and then day (YYMMDD). For example, the
23rd of March, 2001 will be entered like this: 010323.

8.

You can use a serial number filter by clicking in the check box
Use Id.no filter. Click on
to open the Id.no Filter
dialog box:

Enter the ID number(s) or serial numbers you want to search for
and click on
.
You can import serial numbers from a semicolon-separated file by
and selecting the file you wish to import in the
click on
navigator window that appear. The input file must be a list with ID
numbers with a semi comma (;) on each row, see example

To empty all serial numbers in this dialog click on
9.

.

To fetch test data from the database, select Show Tests (default).

10. To fetch repair data from the database, select Show Repairs.
11. To delete the previous report, select Clear sheet (default).
If this check box is unselected, the new sheet will be appended to
the previous sheet.
12. If you only want to see the individuals that passed first time click
in the check box Show first passed.
13. If you would like to have the current selection regularly updated,
then check the Auto select interval box.
After checking this box two fields will appear. Enter the time that
you would like between updates. (hh = hours, mm = minutes)
14. If you automatically want to trigger the Get group/point
description function after complete search click in the check box
Show first group/point desc.
15. If you automatically want to trigger the Get meas. value
function after complete search, click in the check box Show
meas values.
16. Click on
After you have clicked
complete.
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.
, status messages will appear until selection is
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Infodata Result Sheet
Below is an example of a Result Sheet:

The Infodata: Latest Selections sheet displays information about the
individuals contained in the search criteria.
The report is laid out as follows:
•

Columns A – E contain global product information

•

Columns F – T contain test information

•

Columns U – AX contain repair information

To print the report, select File/Print.

How to Show/Hide Columns
To make the report easier to read you can choose which columns to show.
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to open the Show/Hide Columns

1.

Click on
dialog box:

2.

Select the columns that you want to include in the report.

3.

Click on

.

How to Sort Information
Information in the Infodata: Latest Selections sheet can be sorted.
1.

Click on

2.

Choose the sort criteria from the drop-down lists.

3.

Select whether to sort by Ascending or Descending order by
clicking the relevant radio button.

4.

Select whether you want a Header row or not by clicking the
relevant radio button.

5.

If you click on

.

the Sort Options dialog box will appear:

Here you have the possibility to enter further search criteria. Click
to return to the previous menu or click on
to
on
confirm the sort options.
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6.

Click on

to sort the information.

How to Filter Information
When you click on
you activate the Excel filter function, thereby
making it possible to filter out the rows that you are not interested in.

How to Only Show Individuals That Have Failed
By clicking on
, the Infodata: Latest Selections sheet only
shows the individuals that have the highest test count’s pass/fail flag = ‘N’ and
the Action Code is not 99 (Code 99 = scrapped).

Create a Macro
In Infodata it is possible to create or modify a macro. One reason for creating
your own macro could be, for example, that you are interested in following up
certain products. You can specify these products in a macro, and each time you
need reports for these products, just run the macro.

How to Create a Macro
1.
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Click on
.
The following window will appear:
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2.

Click on
.
The Selection from DB dialog box will appear:

3.

If you want to search for the product number click on
.
Then the Search for Product Number dialog box will appear:

Enter the product number in the Prod.no field and click on
.
4.

The selected product will appear in the product number field. If
you don’t want to make a search you can select the product number
from the drop-down list.

5.

Select R-state from the list.

6.

Select whether the search criteria should exclude cardmarks
(Without), include a specific cardmark (Specific) or include all
cardmarks (All).
Note: If you choose Specific a field will appear to allow you to
enter a list of maximum 40 cardmarks e.g. ABX1 will include
cardmark A,B,X and 1 in the search.

7.

To fetch test data from the database, select Show Tests (default).

8.

To fetch repair data from the database, select Show Repairs.

11. If you only want to see the individuals that passed first time click
in the check box Show first passed.
12. If you automatically want to trigger the Get group/point
description function after complete search on this combination
click in the check box Show first group/point desc.
13. If you automatically want to trigger the Get meas. value
function after complete search on this combination click in the
check box Show meas values.
14. Click on
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15. Repeat steps 2-10 for each selection criteria you want to add to the
macro.
The information from the Selection from DB dialog box will be entered on to
the macro sheet. See below:

How to Delete a Row
1.

Select the row you want to delete.

2.

Click on

.

How to Save a Macro
1.

Click on
.
A Save dialog box will appear, where you can give the macro a
name and save it.

How to Run a Macro
1.

Open the macro you want to run by selecting File/Open from the
menu bar. The table will show the settings for the opened macro.

2.

.
Click on
Below is an example of a result sheet

Show Individuals That Have Passed
By clicking on
about the individuals.
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a result sheet is made and displays information
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Below is an example of a result sheet:

The Infodata: Latest Selections sheet displays information about the
individuals contained in the search criteria.
The report is laid out as follows:
•

Columns A – E contain global product information

•

Columns F – T contain test information

•

Columns U – AX contain repair information

To print the report, select File/Print from the menu bar.

Get group/point description
To get the descriptions to the test groups and test points, click on
.
Below is an example of a result Sheet when the descriptions are shown

Get meas value
To get the measurement values and limits for the failing test points, click on
Below is an example of a result Sheet when the measurements values are shown
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Help
To view this user guide as a PDF-file, click on

.

About
To show program information about Infodata, click on
. The About Infodata dialog box will appear:

.
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Measdata

Description
Measdata is an application used to analyse measurement data from the test results.
With this application you can look at the distribution of measurement points as well as
the trend that they are following. It is also possible to make a summary of this analysis
and create a sheet of the faulty per individual.
By creating a node deviation sheet you can easily see if a test station (node) is
drifting.
As the information is presented in an Excel sheet it is possible to produce the report in
several ways, for example, table or graph format.
As Measdata is an Excel application all normal Excel features are available. In
addition, some special Measdata buttons exist:
Shows the previous sheet.
Shows the next sheet.
Opens the search criteria dialog box.
Show selected columns only. The <Hide col.> button
hides selected columns.
Show selected rows only. The <Hide rows> button
hides selected rows.
Deletes marked columns.
Deletes marked rows.
Opens the sort criteria dialog box.
Opens the Excel filter dialog box.
Marks failed measurement values according to the
selected limit or criteria file.
Shows the latest tested individuals.
Create the Measdata menu.
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Create a Measdata Report
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1.

Click on
in the Testnet main menu.
The following window will appear:

2.

.
To enter search criteria click on
The Selection from DB dialog box will appear:

3.

If you want to search for the product number click on
the Search for Product Number dialog box will appear:

. Then
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Enter the product number in the Prod.no field and click on

.

4.

The selected product will appear in the product number field. If you
don’t want to make a search you can select the product number from the
drop-down list.

5.

Select R-state from the list.

6.

Select Sw.id from the drop-down menu.

7.

Select Test.id from the drop-down menu.

8.

Select limit file, LIM in header, from the drop-down menu.

9.

Select whether the search criteria should exclude cardmarks (Without),
include a specific cardmark (Specific) or include all cardmarks (All).
Note: If you choose Specific a field will appear to allow you to enter
the specific cardmark.

10. Enter the period of time you want the report to cover. The year should be
entered first, followed by month and then day (YYMMDD). For
example, the 23rd of March, 2001 will be entered like this: 010323.
11. To view a limited number of measurement points click on
. The list below will show the test points for the
selected product/R-state. Mark the test point(s) that you want to fetch
from the database.

Select Use M.id filter to enable the filter.
Note: By clicking on
or
you can enter the ID
numbers and/or measurement points that you are interested in.
.
12. To enter the ID number filter click on
After you have clicked on this button the Id.no Filter dialog box will
appear:

Enter the ID number(s) (serial number) you want to look at, and click on
. To enter the ID number(s) (serial number) from a text file click
and select the ID number input file. The input file must be a
on
list with ID numbers with a semi comma (;) on each row, see example:
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To clear the ID number(s) (serial number) from in the Id.no filter window
.
click on
13. To enter the M.id filter click on
.
After you have clicked on this button the M.id Filter dialog box will
appear:

Enter the measurement point(s) you want to look at and click on
14. To change the main filter click on
The Main Filter dialog box will appear:

.

Click the relevant radio button and then enter the Start/Stop time. (in
the format HH:MM:SS)
From the drop down list for Day of week click on the relevant day or
choose All.
Click on
to return to the main selection dialog box.
15. To start selection of data click on
After you have clicked
complete.

.

, status messages will appear until selection is

Measdata Result Sheet
When selection is complete the Measdata: Latest Selection sheet will appear:
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The report is laid out as follows:
•

Columns A – B contain the ID number

•

Column C shows the R-state of the individual.

•

Column D shows the node number where the test was performed

•

Column E shows how many times the individual has been tested

•

Column F shows whether the individual passed or failed the test

•

Column G shows the cardmark

•

Column H shows the limit file

•

Column I shows the date and time of the test

The remaining columns show test results. The column header shows the name of the
test point and information on the latest search criteria is shown in the Measdata:
Latest selection box (see below).

All information included in the report is sorted by ID number (serial number).
Above the test result columns, the following information is displayed:

These rows are headers to information to the right of the header:
Set value:

Expected test result

Lim type:

The limit you set, where:
X = max value
M = min value
P = plus/minus limits
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L = high and low limit
B = equal to
N = no limit
Lim 1:

First limit value (left)

Lim 2:

Second limit value (right)

Name:

Name of test point

Unit:

Unit of test value

To print the report, select File/Print.
To see values that are above or below the values you have set, click on
. The data outside the limits is then shown in red.
To see individuals with the highest test count (latest test) click on
The result is visualized as a Measdata result sheet.
In addition to the main result sheet, you can view the following information:
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•

Summary/measure point sheet

•

Distribution sheet

•

Trend sheet

•

Node deviation sheet

•

Capability analysis sheet

•

Timeplot sheet

•

Overall capability sheet

•

Pareto sheet

•

Continuous R&R sheet

•

Continuous R&R pareto sheet

•

Continuous R&R testpoint sheet

•

Continuous R&R teststation sheet

•

Gauge R&R sheet

•

Gauge R&R pareto sheet

•

Gauge R&R testpoint sheet

•

Instability sheet

•

Capability report

•

Continuous R&R report

•

Gauge R&R report

•

Faulty/idno sheet

•

Save as JPG-picture

•

Save selection parameters

•

Get saved selection parameters

•

Show active selection filters

•

Glossary

•

Glossary Graphs
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•

About

•

Help

These alternatives are available by selecting Measdata from the menu bar and then
clicking on desired menu item.
It is possible to view repeatable measurements in measdata. This is possible if the user
check the “Include repetitions” checkbox in the “Selection from DB” dialogue.
Repeatability measurements are presented in a new Excel file “measrep.xls” created in
directory C:\measdata\.

Summary/Measure Point Sheet
The summary/measure point sheet can be created to show either all measure points or
only measure points that have been pre-selected.
Measurement values within +/- 180% of the tolerance interval are included in the
calculations.

Finding the Tolerance Interval
If Two Limits Have Been Set
If we take, for example, four as the minimum limit and six as the maximum limit the
distance between four and six equals 100%. The minimum and maximum limits set at
180% are 3.2 and 6.8 respectively. See below:
Tolerance
Level
–180%
3.2

Minimum
Level
4

Average
Value
5

Maximum
Level
6

Tolerance
Level
+180%
6.8

Note: Only measurement points between 3.2 and 6.8 will be used for the statistic
calculations.

If Only One Limit Has Been Set
Note: If only one limit has been set, then Measdata will create a fictitious limit by
reflecting the existing limit in the average value. See below:
Tolerance
Level
–180%
2.4

Set
Minimum
Level
4

Average
Value
6

Reflective
Maximum
Level
8

Tolerance
Level
+180%
9.6

Note: If all measurement values have failed then the average value will be treated as if
it was situated on the correct side of the limit.

Create a Summary/Measure Point Sheet, part 1
To create a summary/measure point sheet, using selected measure points:
1.

In the Measdata: Latest Selection sheet mark the columns you are
interested in.
Note: If more than one column is to be selected then you need to hold
down <Shift> on your keyboard at the same time as you click on the
columns.

2.
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Select Measdata/Create the summary/measure point sheet from the
menu bar
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3.

Select the radio button Use selected measure points.

4.

Click on

.

The following is an example of the summary sheet:

You can sort the summary table either by test point, number of faults or total DPMO.

Create a Summary/Measure Point Sheet, part 2
To create a summary/measure point sheet using all measure points:
1.

Select Measdata/Create the summary/measure point sheet from the
menu bar.

2.

Click the radio button Use all measure points.

3.

Click on

.

Note: After you have clicked on
complete.

status messages will appear until the sheet is

The summary table can be sorted either by test point, number of tested, number of
faults or total DPMO.
Below is an example of the Summary/Measure Point sheet:

Note: If High/Low Capability is lower than 1 then the figure is presented embossed.
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Example: To the right in the Summary/Measure Point sheet following information
appear:

Information found on this part of the Summary/Measure Point sheet:
• Yield.
• Norm test.
• Continuous data, divided into Capability and Instability data with DPMO value
and confidence interval for its DPMO value.
• Attribute data with DPMO value and confidence interval for its DPMO
value.
• Total DPMO.
• Overall capability table.
Detailed explanation of the different columns, see Glossary.
Below is an example of the Overall capability table:

The information in the overall capability table consist of a frequency table that shows
the occurrence of measurement points that got capability values within certain given
intervals, field for total yield with confidence interval and total dpu with confidence
interval. A mean value in DPMO are shown, divided into capability, instability,
attribute and total DPMO. Confidence interval is 95 %.

The Distribution Sheet
The Measdata distribution sheet presents the distribution of measurement points. This
sheet can only be created if the result sheet or the summary sheet has been activated.
The measured values are divided into 45 classes and the limit values are shown as red
lines. Measurement values within +/- 180% of the tolerance interval are shown.
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How to Create a Distribution Sheet
To create a Distribution sheet:
1.

Click on the column you are interested in, in the Measdata: Latest
Selection sheet or click on a row in the Summary sheet.

2.

Select Measdata/Create distribution sheet from the menu bar.
Below is an example of the Distribution Sheet:

3.

To modify the graph click on
appear:

, the following dialog box will

By clicking a radio button you can select one of three ways to view the
distribution sheet:
•

+/- 180% - this shows 25 classes between the limits you have
set. Ten classes over the highest limit and ten classes under the
lowest limit.

•

All shows all results.

•

User defined enables you to enter:
Class width
Number of classes (maximum 45)
First class
Maximum scale X

4.

Click on

.

The chosen distribution sheet will be created and shown.
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The Trend Sheet
The Measdata trend sheet presents the measurement values for a selected
measurement point. This sheet can only be created if the result sheet or the summary
sheet has been activated. The measurement values are shown as crosses on the graph.
With the trend sheet you also have the possibility to show a trend line. This trend line
can indicate whether the measurement values are drifting.

How to Create a Trend Sheet
To create a Trend sheet:
1.

Click on the column you are interested in, in the Measdata: Latest
Selection sheet.

2.

Select Measdata/Create the trend sheet.
The following sheet will appear:

3.

To modify the graph click on
appear:

4.

By clicking a radio button you can select one of three ways to view the
trend sheet:

, the following dialog box will

•

+/- 180% - this shows data for the limits you have set plus data
that is 40% over and under these limits.

•

All shows all results.

•

User defined enables you to enter:
Min scale
Max scale
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5.

To set the trend line, select either Show trend line 5% or Show
trend line 10% radio button. To hide the trend line again, select the
Hide trend line radio button.

You can view the graph ‘by order’ or ‘by time’. The default is set to ‘by time’, to
change this to ‘by order’ click on
. To return to ‘by time’ click on
Below are examples of the different views:

Trend Sheet by order, show trend line 5%.

Trend Sheet by time, show trend line 5%.
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The Node Deviation Sheet
In the Measdata node deviation sheet it is possible to see if a test station (node) is
drifting. This sheet can only be created if the summary sheet is activated. It is possible
to show the node deviation for all the measurement points in the summary/measure
point sheet or for a selection.

How to Create a Node Deviation Sheet
1.

Click on the row you are interested in, in the Measdata
summary/measure point sheet.
Note: If you do not select a row then all measurement points will be
selected.

2.

Select Measdata/Create the node deviation sheet from the menu
bar.

3.

Select the radio button Use selected measure points or Use all
measure points.
Below is an example of the sheet that will appear:

The graph to the left of the sheet shows Average per node. See below:

Whereas the graph to the right of the sheet shows capability index per
node. See below:
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Average/node: In this graph the limit values are shown as red lines, and
the y-axis shows the number of tests carried out.
Capability index/node: If the distribution is centered this graph
corresponds to the expected fault rate. The x-axis shows capability and
the y-axis shows the number of tests.
The data for the graphs is gained by double clicking on a Test Point in
the table. This row will be highlighted with yellow and an arrow will
appear in column A to indicate which Test Point the graphs are based on.
There are two ways to sort the data in the table:
Sort A/d (Average/distance) - This is the difference between the
maximum and minimum average value/distance between the high and
low limit value.
Sort Ci max/Ci min – Maximum capability index/minimum capability
index.
You can see the above information on-line, by clicking
.
4.

.
To activate a filter click on
An arrow will appear on the Test Point, if you click on this a drop-down
list will appear. Click on the test point you require. See below:

6.

To hide or show the number of times the different test points have been
tested at the different nodes click on
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The Capability Analysis Sheet
The Measdata capability analysis sheet presents the distribution of the selected
measurement point and information about process data and overall capability. This
sheet can only be created if the result sheet or the summary sheet has been activated.
The graph in the Capability sheet shows the distribution of measured values with its
limit values and a normal distribution curve. Measurement point specific calculations
are presented in the ”Process data” and ”Overall Capability” boxes.

How to Create a Capability Analysis Sheet
To create a capability analysis sheet:
1.

Click on the measurement point you are interested in, in the Measdata:
Result sheet or click on a row in the Summary Sheet.

2.

Select Measdata/Create the capability analysis sheet from the menu bar.
Below is an example of the Capability analysis sheet:

The Timeplot Sheet
The Measdata timeplot sheet present two graphs showing the selected measurement
point values and a table including process data and overall capability. This sheet can
only be created if the result sheet or the summary sheet has been activated.
The graphs in the Timeplot sheet presents, one timeplot covering all measured values
and one timeplot covering all measured values with outliers omitted. The selected
measurement point values may be sorted in different ways, Timeplot per Node,
Timeplot per Rstate or Timeplot per Cardmark. To reset the sorting “Timeplot all”
button is used. See examples below.
Measurement point specific calculations are presented in the ”Process data” and
”Overall Capability” boxes.

How to Create a Timeplot Sheet
To create a Timeplot sheet:
1.
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Click on the measurement point you are interested in, in the Measdata:
Result sheet or click on a row in the Summary Sheet.
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2.

Select Measdata/ Timeplot sheet from the menu bar.
Below is an example of the Timeplot sheet:

To sort the measurement point values in different ways use the buttons on the
right side of the graphs. Following sort buttons are predefined:
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1.

to sort the measured values by Node. Below
Click on button
is an example of the Timeplot per Node:

2.

Click on button
to sort the measured values by R-state.
Below is an example of the Timeplot per Rstate:
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3.

to sort the measured values by Cardmark.
Click on button
Below is an example of the Timeplot per Cardmark:

4. Reset the graphs by clicking on button

The Overall Capability Sheet
The Measdata overall capability sheet presents overall information for all
measurement points in the summary/measure point sheet. This sheet can only be
created if the summary sheet has been activated.
The graph in the overall capability sheet shows the number of measurement points
that have capability value within certain given intervals and the staples in the graph
may be divided into capability, instability and attribute data. The table below the
graph shows the calculated base data for the graph. Example of the overall
information in the table:
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How to Create a Overall Capability Sheet
The summary/measure point sheet is activated.
To create an Overall Capability sheet:
1. Select Measdata/Create the overall capability sheet from the menu.
Below is an example of the Overall Capability sheet:

The Pareto Sheet
The Measdata pareto sheet presents overall information for all measurement points
from the summary/measure point sheet. This sheet can only be created if the summary
sheet has been activated.
The 10 bars in the Pareto sheet shows most frequently failing measurement points
concerning Total DPMO (Capability, Instability and Attribute data), Failure rate,
Capability (CKP and DPMO), Instability DPMO and Attribute data DPMO.

How to Create a Pareto Sheet
The summary/measure point sheet is activated.
To create a Pareto sheet:
1.
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Select Measdata/Create the pareto sheet from the menu bar.
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Below is an example of the Pareto sheet:

The Continuous R&R Sheet
The Measdata continuous R&R sheet presents repeatability and reproducibility
analyses of continuous production test data (running production, first tests of different
units). The continuous R&R analyses require more than one test station to analyze
data from and a minimum level of five tested units per test station (in remaining cases,
test station variation can only be estimated by Gauge R&R analyses).
The continuous R&R sheet is made for all testpoints in summary/measure point sheet.
The sheet can only be created if the summary sheet has been activated and the
selection only contains values with test count one. If your selection contains test
counts greater than one you will get a warning:

Important to consider when using continuous R&R is that this analysis method cannot
separate products or operators from test stations. If the products tested in the different
test stations are from different populations the analyses will point out those
differences as differences in repeatability and/or reproducibility. Differences due to
variation in operator behavior running the different test stations will also be pointed
out in the same way.

How to Create a Continuous R&R Sheet
To create a continuous R&R sheet:
1. Select Measdata/Create the Continuous R&R sheet from the menu.
Testpoints in Continuous R&R sheet can be sorted either by testpoint or by total R&R
dpmo loss.
Below is an example of the Continuous R&R sheet:
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Example: To the right in the Continuous R&R sheet following information appear:

Information found on this part of the Continuous R&R sheet:
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•

Repeatability Standard Deviation Ideal

•

Reproducibility Standard Deviation Ideal

•

No of nodes used in calculations

•

No of deviating nodes found in analyses

•

Capability repeatability dpmo loss

•

Capability reproducibility dpmo loss

•

Instability reproducibility dpmo loss

•

Attribute reproducibility dpmo loss

•

Total repeatability and reproducibility dpmo loss
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Detailed explanation of the different columns, see Glossary.

The Continuous R&R Pareto Sheet
The Measdata continuous R&R pareto sheet presents an overview of the result of the
continuous repeatability and reproducibility analyses.
This sheet can only be created if the Continuous R&R sheet has been activated, and is
created for all testpoints in that sheet.

How to Create a Continuous R&R Pareto Sheet
To create a continuous R&R pareto sheet:
1.

Select Measdata/Create the Continuous R&R pareto sheet from
the menu.

Below is an example of the Continuous R&R Pareto sheet:

There are two diagrams in the sheet. The first diagram, “Overall Total R&R dpmo
loss”, shows the overall total R&R dpmo loss for all testpoints in Continuous R&R
sheet. The diagram is based upon the overall table on the right top of Continuous
R&R sheet. The second diagram shows the top ten failing testpoints concerning total
continuous R&R dpmo loss.

The Continuous R&R Testpoint Sheet
The Measdata continuous R&R testpoint sheet presents continuous repeatability and
reproducibility analyses for a specific testpoint. This sheet can only be created if the
Continuous R&R sheet has been activated, and is created for a specific testpoint in
that sheet.

How to Create a Continuous R&R Testpoint Sheet
To create a continuous R&R testpoint sheet:
1.

Click on a row in the Continuous R&R sheet

2.

Select Measdata/Create the Continuous R&R testpoint sheet
from the menu.

Below is an example of the Continuous R&R Testpoint sheet:
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There are four different graphs in this sheet created for a specific testpoint. In the first
two timeplot graphs all individual measurements are grouped by test station/node
name. This gives an overall picture of how the different nodes behave, both in their
position (mean value) and the spread (standard deviation). The second timeplot graph
shows a better resolution since outliers have been removed. This graph is to be
interpreted as data for “normal production”, and allows for a more thorough
comparison between nodes.
The two last graphs show graphical comparisons between nodes with regard to their
spread and position. The thin red line is calculated as the standard deviation best level
(upper chart), and the total mean for all measurements (lower chart). The confidence
intervals are set to standard level, 95%.

For further explanations of the graphs see Glossary Graphs.

The Continuous R&R Teststation Sheet
The Measdata continuous R&R teststation sheet presents a list of testpoints that are
found deviating during the continuous R&R analyses. Deviating testpoints are listed
per teststation. This sheet can only be created if the Continuous R&R sheet has been
activated, and is created for all testpoints in that sheet.
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How to Create a Continuous R&R Teststation Sheet
To create a continuous R&R teststation sheet:
1.

Select Measdata/Create the Continuous R&R teststation sheet
from the menu.

Below is an example of the Continuous R&R Teststation sheet:

The Gauge R&R Sheet
The Measdata Gauge R&R sheet presents Gauge R&R analyses for all testpoints in
summary/measure point sheet. Performing Gauge R&R analyses requires repeated
testing of same units in planned experiment, e.g. five units to be measured in a
randomized way four times each in three different test stations. Number of units and
repetitions must be decided due to the situation and requirements. This requires
repeated testing of same units in planned experiment.
The Measdata Gauge R&R sheet can only be created if the summary sheet has been
activated and the selection contains individuals tested several times on different test
stations. If your selection doesn’t contain correct data you will get a warning:

How to Create a Gauge R&R Sheet
To create a gauge R&R sheet:
1.

Select Measdata/Create the Gauge R&R sheet from the menu.

Below is an example of the Gauge R&R sheet:
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Testpoints in Gauge R&R sheet can be sorted either by testpoint or by total Gauge
R&R dpmo loss.
Example: To the right in Gauge R&R sheet the following information appear.

Information found in the Gauge R&R sheet:
•

No of nodes

•

No of distinct categories

•

Reproducibility divided into %Contribution, %Study variation, %Tolerance

•

Parts divided into %Contribution, %Study variation, %Tolerance

•

Interaction divided into %Contribution, %Study variation, %Tolerance

•

Reproducibility divided into %Contribution, %Study variation, %Tolerance

•

Total Gauge R&R divided into %Contribution, %Study variation,
%Tolerance

•

Product dpmo

•

Total Gauge R&R dpmo loss

Detailed information of different columns, see Glossary.
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The Gauge R&R Pareto Sheet
The Measdata Gauge R&R pareto sheet presents overview graphs for the repeatability
and reproducibility analyses performed in Gauge R&R sheet.
This sheet can only be created if the Gauge R&R sheet has been activated.

How to Create a Gauge R&R Pareto Sheet
To create a Gauge R&R pareto sheet:
1.

Select Measdata/Create the Gauge R&R pareto sheet from the
menu.

Below is an example of the Gauge R&R pareto sheet:

For detailed information of the graphs, see Glossary Graphs.

The Gauge R&R Testpoint Sheet
The Measdata Gauge R&R testpoint sheet presents Gauge repeatability and
reproducibility analyses for a specific testpoint. This sheet can only be created if the
Gauge R&R sheet has been activated.

How to Create a Gauge R&R Testpoint Sheet
To create a gauge R&R sheet:
1.

Click on a row in the Gauge R&R sheet.

2.

Select Measdata/Create the Gauge R&R testpoint sheet from
the menu.

Below is an example of the Gauge R&R Testpoint sheet:
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In the first graph %Contribution and %Tolerance is plotted grouped by the categories
Total Gauge R&R, Repeatability, Reproducibility and Part-to-part. %Contribution
shows how much each category contributes to the overall observed variability in all
the measurements (per measurement point). %Tolerance shows how much of the total
tolerance range a category is covering. A high value on %Contribution but low on
%Tolerance reveals a poor system with no really yield problems.
The second graph is a run chart by Id.no, a summary chart with all measurements
grouped by units (each frame), and by test station (each colored series). This makes it
easy to spot differences between/within test stations.
The third graph is a run chart by test station, a summary chart with all measurements
grouped by test station/node (each frame), and by units (each colored series). This
makes it easy to spot differences between/within units.

The Instability Sheet
The Measdata instability sheet presents all values that are calculated as instabilities for
all measurement points. All id numbers with instabilities found are presented in this
sheet. This sheet can only be created if the summary sheet has been activated.

How to Create an Instability Sheet
To create an Instability sheet:
1.

Select Measdata/Create the instability sheet from the menu.

Below is an example of the Instability sheet:
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The Capability report
The Measdata capability report presents capability information for measurement
points generated as a Word report. This report can only be created if the summary
sheet has been activated.
The Capability report contains an initial page with overall information and followed
by a number of pages with test point specific information. A glossary is included in
the Capability report with explanations of the test point specific information.

How to Create a Capability report
The summary/measure point sheet is activated.
To create a Capability report:
1.

Select Measdata/Create the capability report from the menu bar.

2.

Select one alternative from the measurement point selection window.

Note! When alternative Use selected measurement points is selected the
summary information is affected on the initial page. Following text is added
on the initial page to indicate the limitation - Only a selected number of
measurement points in report.
3.
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Enter information in Create Capability report form. This dialogue shows
the selected product number and the period of time you want the report
to cover.
a.

Select Test point sort order, by total DPMO is default.

b.

Select Number of test points in report. The number of
measurement points that will be written to the report.

c.

Enter Save report in directory, initial path set to
C:\Measdata\Reports. Report catalogue is created according
to \[root catalogue]\[Product number from date – Until date]\
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d.

Enter Report template in directory, default path is set to
C:\Program Files\TestnetClient\. The Word template used to
create the report is named caprepwordtemplate.doc

e.

Enter Report file name, default name is set.

f.

Enter report title.

e.

Click on button

to generate the Capability report.

The initial page in the capability report contains the following information.
Ericsson header information and logotype, product information, information
about how many test points that are analyzed in the report, a pareto graph
with the most frequent failing measurement points concerning total DPMO, a
overall capability graph showing the measurement points capability value
and a table with calculated base data for the overall capability graph.
Example of the first page:
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4.
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The second page contain help information, it explains what kind of
information that is presented for each test point. Page three and four
holds a glossary with information about the terms used in Measdata. The
following pages hold the measurement point information. The example
below shows one side with information about two measurement point:
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Continuous R&R Report
The Measdata continuous R&R report presents continuous repeatability and
reproducibility information for selected testpoints in a Word report. This report can
only be created if the continuous R&R sheet has been activated.
The Continuous R&R report contains an initial page with overall information
followed by a number of pages with test point specific information. A glossary is
included in the Continuous R&R report with explanations of the test point specific
information.

How to Create a Continuous R&R report
The continuous R&R sheet is activated.
To create a Continuous R&R report:
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1.

Select Measdata/Create the continuous R&R report from the menu bar.

2.

Enter information in Create Continuous R&R report form. This dialogue
shows the selected product number and the period of time you want the
report to cover.
a.

Select Test point sort order, by total DPMO is default.

b.

Select Number of test points in report. The number of
measurement points that will be written to the report.
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c.

Select Testpoint selection. By default testpoints with
total dpmo > 100 is checked, indicating that only testpoints
with total dpmo > 100 will be included in report. Uncheck this
if all testpoints shall be included in report.

d.

Enter Save report in directory, initial path set to
C:\Measdata\Reports. Report catalogue is created according
to \[root catalogue]\[Product number from date – Until date]\

e.

Enter Report template in directory, default path is set to
C:\Program Files\TestnetClient\. The Word template used to
create the report is named contwordtemplate.doc

f.

Enter Report file name, default name is set.

g.

Enter report title.

f.

Click on button
report.

to generate the Continuous R&R

The initial page in the continuous R&R report contains the following
information. Ericsson header information and logotype, product information,
information about how many test points that are analyzed in the report and
shows two overview graphs from the continuous R&R analyses. Example of
the first page:
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3.
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The second page contain help information, it explains what kind of
information that is presented for each test point. The following pages
hold the measurement point information. Last pages in report holds a
glossary with information about the terms used in Measdata. The
example below shows one page with information about one
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measurement point:

Gauge R&R Report
The Measdata Gauge R&R report presents Gauge repeatability and reproducibility
information for selected testpoints in a Word report. This report can only be created if
the Gauge R&R sheet has been activated.
The Gauge R&R report contains an initial page with overall information and followed
by a number of pages with test point specific information. A glossary is included at
the end of the Gauge R&R report with explanations of the test point specific
information.

How to Create a GAUGE R&R report
The Gauge R&R sheet is activated.
To create a Continuous R&R report:
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1.

Select Measdata/Create the continuous R&R report from the menu bar.

2.

Enter information in Create Continuous R&R report form. This dialogue
shows the selected product number and the period of time you want the
report to cover.
a.

Select Test point sort order, by total DPMO is default.

b.

Select Number of test points in report. The number of
measurement points that will be written to the report.

c.

Enter Save report in directory, initial path set to
C:\Measdata\Reports. Report catalogue is created according
to \[root catalogue]\[Product number from date – Until date]\
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d.

Enter Report template in directory, default path is set to
C:\Program Files\TestnetClient\. The Word template used to
create the report is named gaugewordtemplate.doc

e.

Enter Report file name, default name is set.

f.

Enter report title.

a.

Click on button
report.

to generate the Continuous R&R

The initial page in the gauge R&R report contains the following information.
Ericsson header information and logotype, product information, information
about how many test points that are analyzed in the report, a pareto graph
with the most frequent failing measurement points concerning total R&R
DPMO, a overall R&R DPMO graph showing the measurement points R&R
DPMO value and a table with calculated base data for the overall R&R
DPMO graph.
Example of the first page:
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The second page contain help information, it explains what kind of
information that is presented for each test point. The following pages hold
the measurement point information. The last pages hold a glossary with
information about the terms used in Measdata. The example below shows
one side with information about one measurement point:
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Repeatable measurements
It is possible to view repeatable measurements in measdata. This is possible if user
check the “Include repetitions” checkbox at bottom of the “Selection from DB”
dialogue.
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If repeatable measurements exist, they are presented in a new Excel file “measrep.xls”
created in directory C:\measdata\.
Testpoints with repeatable measurements are presented together with testpoints
without repeatable measurements in a sheet looking almost the same as the usual
measdata result sheet. Some new columns are included in the “measrep” result sheet
for testpoints with repeatable measurements: CNT, TIME STAMP, ATT1, ATT2,
ATT3 and ATT4.
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Information about whether repeatable measurements exists or not are always present
in the measdata result sheet in the information textbox “Rep. results exist” as Yes or
No. This information is also included in word reports.

Faulty/IdNo Sheet
In the Measdata faulty/idno sheet it is possible to see the number of faulty
measurement points per individuals.

How to Create a Faulty/IdNo Sheet
1.

Select Measdata/Create the faulty/idno sheet from the menu bar.
Below is an example of the sheet that will appear:

You can sort the Faulty/IdNo table either by the Id.no, Tested or
Faulty columns.

How to Save Selection Parameters
It is possible to save the latest selection criteria you entered in the start new selection
dialog box.
1.
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Select Measdata/Save selection parameters from the menu bar.
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2.

Enter a filename of your choice and click on

.

How to Get Saved Selection Parameters
1.

To get the saved selection parameters, select Measdata/Get saved
selection parameters from the menu bar.

2.

Browse or enter the filename of your choice or and click on

.

How to Save as JPG-Picture
It is possible to save a screen shot as a JPG-picture.
Note: This is only possible with Microsoft Office 2000.
1.

Select Measdata/Save as JPG-picture from the menu.

2.

Enter a filename of your choice and click on

.

How to Use the +/- 180% -filter
+/- 180% - this shows data for the limits you have set plus data that is 40% over and
under these limits. You have the possibility to choose to activate or deactivate +/- 180
% -filter function.
1.

Select Measdata/ +/- 180% -filter from the menu bar

2.

Select to activate or deactivate.

How to Show Active Selection Filters
The Used Filters dialog box tells you the selection criteria you entered in the start
new selection dialog box.
1.

Select Measdata/Show active selection filter from the menu bar. The
Used Filters dialog box will appear:

2.

Click on

.

Help
To view this user guide as a PDF-file, select Measdata/Help.
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About
To show program information about Measdata select Measdata/About from the
menu bar.
The About Measdata dialog box will appear:
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Machtime

Description
Machtime is an application used to view the usable time of a node (test station).
With this application you can see:
•

The usage rate

•

The failure rate

•

The average test time

•

The number of objects that have been tested

With Machtime it is possible to see when every test-run was started and when it
finished, on a specific test station.
The results from these findings are presented in both graphical and numerical
format.
The Machtime graph is displayed as a two-dimensional grid. Days are shown on
the X-axis and Time on the Y-axis.
To edit the graph the following buttons, controls and fields are used:
The start of the period you would like the graph to
cover should be entered here (HH:SS).
The stop time of the period you would like the graph
to cover should be entered here (HH:SS).
The date that you would like the graph to start from
should be entered here (YY-MM-DD).
These arrow buttons complement the StartDate
field. They enable you to change the start date to
either an earlier or later date.
The Number of days you would like to view at the
time is entered here.
These buttons complement the Number of days
field. They enable you to increase or decrease the
amount of days you would like to view.
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Create a Machtime Graph
1.

Click on
in the Testnet main menu.
The Machtime window will appear:

2.

Select File/Start new selection from the menu bar.
The Start New Selection dialog box will appear:

3.

Select a NodeNr from the drop-down list or enter a number
manually.

4.

Enter the Start date (in the format YYMMDD) and Number of
days.

5.

Click on

.

The result of the search will be displayed graphically as a bar chart. See below:
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At the top of the graph the selected node-number is displayed. The bar chart
appears in a spread view. Each colored box represents whether an object has
passed or failed. A green box means the object has passed the test(s), and red
shows the object failed.
The graph can be seen in two different modes, either as a Spread View or as a
Collapse View. The type of view you should choose depends on what
information you are interested in looking at.

Change a Machtime Graph
Once you have selected the node you would like to look at, and entered the time
span you may find, for example, that you would like to look at a specific shift or
at how long it took to prepare for a test.

How to Edit the Time/Date Span
1.

Enter the time you would like to start from in the Start time field.
(00.00 = midnight). The time you enter must be earlier than the
time selected for the finishing time

2.

Enter the finishing time in the Stop time field

3.

Enter the date you would like to start from in the Start date field.
Note: Once you have entered a date you can move within the time
.
span you have selected by clicking on
The arrows pointing towards the left will change the start date of
the graphic grid to an earlier date and the arrows pointing towards
the right change the start date to a later date. The double arrows
move the start date one screen at a time, whereas, the single arrows
change the start day one day at a time.

4.

Enter the period you would like to cover in the Number of days
field. This value can be between 1-31, to get a good readable grid it
is advisable to select between 7 and 31 days.
or
Note: By clicking
number of days selected.
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you can increase or decrease the
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Pretime
PreTime is the calculated total time that the test has been in rest due to reloading
purposes, for example, when a new test object is being inserted.

How to View Pretime
1.

Select Switches/Pretime from the menu.
The following dialog box will appear:

2.

Select Pretime Enabled.

3.

Enter the expected test preparation time in the
Pretime (in seconds) field.

4.

If you want to view Pretime in spread view, select
See in SpreadView.

5.

Click on

.

The time taken to load the test objects will now be accumulated and presented
on screen as yellow bars. The Calculated Usage will be recalculated to include
the preparation time.

Maxtime
Maxtime is the expected time needed to perform a test. For example, if it is
known that a test should be completed within ten minutes (600 seconds), set the
Maxtime value to 600 seconds, and it will be possible to see tests that required
longer test time.
To fully benefit from the Maxtime function you need to have previous
knowledge of the node (test station), for example, you need to know:
•

Whether more than one product is tested at this station.

•

How long did it take to run the original test? This is important
because when a test program is revised it can take longer to run.

How to View Maxtime
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1.

Select Switches=>Maxtime from the menu bar.
The following dialog box will appear:

2.

Enter the maximum time expected for a test to run in the
Maxtime (in seconds) field.

3.

Select Maxtime Enabled.

4.

If you want to view Maxtime in spread view, select
See in SpreadView.

5.

Click on

.
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The time taken to test the objects will now be accumulated and presented on
screen as blue bars. The Calculated Usage will be recalculated to exclude the
tests that have taken longer than the specified time.

How to Exclude Weekdays
This function enables you to exclude any day of the week. Once you disable a
day, then tests run during that day are excluded from the statistics.
1.

Select Switches/Exclude Weekdays from the menu bar.
The Weekdays Select dialog box will appear:

2.

By default, all days are checked. To exclude days, de-select the
relevant check box.

3.

Click on

.

The graph will be updated, and the days that you want to exclude are crossed
out.

Appearance and Interpretation of the Graph
You have the choice of viewing the graph as either a collapsed or a spread bar
chart. The spread view is default. You also have the option to view data specific
to one day.

How to Spread View
•

Select View/Spread from the menu bar.

Below is an example of the spread view:
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This view gives the Analyst a good overall view of when a test has been run and
for how long. You can set your own time limit over the 24-day period; for
example, if you are interested in a particular shift then you set the start and stop
times to cover this shift. Red bars represent the objects that have failed and
green bars the objects that have passed.
If you have enabled Pretime, then this will be shown as a yellow bar in front of
every test in the grid for representing loading-time of the tested object.
If Maxtime is enabled then the longest test times will be overlapped in blue.

How to Collapse View
•

Select View/Collapse from the menu bar.

Below is an example of the collapse view:

This view collapses the time slices down to the bottom of the screen and sorts
the passed and failed tests into separate piles. Red bars represent the objects that
have failed and green bars the objects that have passed.
If you have enabled Pretime this will be shown as a yellow bar. Maxtime will be
shown as a blue bar.
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From this graph you are able to see the active time (shown as a percentage), of
the Node throughout the time period set.

Show/Hide Day Data
The Day Data dialog box gives you the possibility to look at a particular day and
its precise values.

How to Show Day Data:
1.

Select View/ Show/Hide Day Data from the menu bar.
The following dialog box will appear:

2.

Move the dialog box to a position where it is not in the way.

3.

Place the mouse pointer over the day you are interested in.

4.

To hide the dialog box, select View/ Show/Hide DayData from
the menu.

The information shown in the dialog box will reflect the day you have chosen.
An explanation of the information fields is as follows:
No of TestObjects: x (y / z)
Number of tested objects, where
•

x = Total number of tests shown

•

y = Number of Passed (green) tests shown

•

z = Number of Failed (red) tests shown

Failure Rate:
Failure rate is a percentage of the failure rate among the tests shown.
Average TestTime:
This is the average length of time the tests take to run.
% Values from Grid:
The pass/fail time interval for the day is shown as a percentage.
Usage Rate:
The total time the test station has been active throughout the day. This is
presented as a percentage.
Maxtime
The tests that took longer to run than the expected time as a percentage.
Pretime
The time that the test station has been idle during the reloading process as a
percentage.
Calc. Usage
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This is the value the program calculates with the help of Maxtime and Pretime
values you have previously set. If none of these values have been set, the Calc.
Usage will show the same value as Usage Rate.
Calc. Usage = Usage Rate – Maxtime + Pretime

Period Data Window
This window is located at the bottom of the main graph.

The information shown here is similar to that shown in DayData. The difference
being that this window is constantly on display and that the information given is
based on the total period selected not just one day.

How to Save a Machtime Graph
1.

Select File/Save as… from the menu.
Note: The extension of the file must be .MAC (<filename>.MAC).

2.

Enter the file name of your choice and click on

.

The program also saves the settings chosen at the time of the save, that is, the
start date, number of days, start time, stop time, view mode (spread or collapse),
Maxtime and Pretime.

How to Retrieve a File
1.

Select File/Open… from the menu bar.

2.

Select the file you want to open.

3.

Click on

.

How to Print the Graph
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1.

Select File/Print… from the menu bar.

2.

Select either Landscape or Portrait orientation.
•

Landscape option – This option will print both the spread and
collapsed views separately, and then print a third page
showing the Period Data Window.

•

Portrait option – This option prints both views and the Period
Data Window on the same page.

3.

To print a table showing detailed information on all the days
shown, select Detailed Text Info.

4.

Click on
.
Note: When you print the graph, the printer set as default will be
used. To change the default printer select
File/Change Default Printer…
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About
To show program information about Machtime:
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1.

Select File/About Machtime from the menu.
The following dialog box will appear:

2.

To close, click on

.
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Repair

Description
Repair enables you to view and printout test protocols from the Testnet database.

How to Start Repair
•

Click on
in the Testnet main menu.
The Testnet – Repair window will appear:

How to Set Printer
1.

Click on
or press the <F5> key on your keyboard.
The Set printer for Net95 Test Protocol dialog box will
appear:

2.

Enter the printer port.

3.

Click on

.

The dialog box will close, and the main window will be visible again.

How to Enter the ID Number
1.
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Enter the ID number.
Note: This number can be entered manually, or electronically
using a barcode reader.
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2.

Click on

.

3.

A list of existing test protocols for the actual individual will
appear. The latest protocol is marked with an asterisk (*).

How to Fetch and View a Protocol
1.

Enter the ID number as described above.

2.

Select a protocol by clicking on it.

3.

Click on

.

The protocol will now be fetched from the database.
4.

To view the protocol on screen click on

5.

To print the protocol click on

6.

You can save the protocol locally by clicking on <Save>. If a
protocol has been fetched from the database and stored locally, it is
possible to retrieve the protocol for viewing on screen or for
.
printing by clicking

.

.

Help
To view this user guide as a PDF-file, select Help/Show user manual.

About
To show program information about Repair:
1.

Select File/About Repair from the menu.
The About Repair dialog box will appear:

2.

To close the dialog box, click on

.

Exit Repair
To exit Repair, click on
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Admin

Description
Admin is an administration application. With Admin you can correct test
protocols that have been rejected before they are stored. You can also move or
delete test types.
Note: Admin can only be used together with a Testnet 5.1 database.
Admin has five tabs:
•

Move

•

Local

•

File server

•

Locations

•

Database

How to Start Admin
•

Click on
in the Testnet main menu.
The following window will appear:

Under the File menu there are four commands; Copy, Rename, Delete and
Exit.
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How to Copy a File
1.

Select File/Copy from the menu bar.
The Admin – Copy File(s) dialog box will appear:

2.

Enter the file you want to copy in the From field, or click on
.

3.

Enter the name you want for the copy in the To field, or click on
.

4.

to perform the copying.

Click on

How to Rename a File
1.

Select File/Rename from the menu bar.
The Admin - Rename File(s) dialog box will appear:

2.

Enter the file you want to rename in the From field, or click on
.

3.

Enter the name you want for the file in the To field, or click on
.

4.

Click on

.

How to Delete a File
1.

Select the file you want to delete.

2.

Select File/Delete from the menu bar.

3.

Click on
window.

to delete or

to return to the main

How to Refresh a File List or Drive Box
1.

Select a file list or drive box.

2.

Press <Ctrl> and <R>, or <F5>.

How to Exit Admin
1.
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Select File/Exit or click on

.
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About
To show program information about Admin:
1.

Select File/About Admin from the menu.
The About Admin dialog box will appear:

2.

To close the dialog box, click on

.

Admin Move
This tab makes it possible to move and copy files quick and easy.

How to Move or Copy a File
1.

Select the Move tab.

2.

There are two ways to move files between the two file browsers in
this tab.
Drag and Drop
This works in the same way as the drag and drop function works in
Windows Explorer.
Move buttons
Select the file(s) and click on the appropriate button to move the
file(s);
(left) or

3.
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(right)

If you want to copy a file, use the standard Windows shortcuts:
Cut:
press <ctrl> and <x>
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Copy: press <ctrl> and <c>
Paste: press <ctrl> and <v>

Admin Local
This tab makes it possible to:
•

Retrieve rejected protocols

•

Sort protocols by fault groups

•

Add time

•

Inspect and edit protocols

•

Show previous tests

•

Unpack DBREC

•

Send protocols to the queue

•

Delete files

Right-Click Menu
There are some functions available by clicking on the right mouse button. Select
an item that you want to perform an action on, and right-click. The following
menu will appear:

The functions available will depend on whether you have selected any files. If
no files have been selected then some functions will be disabled. See below:
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The status bar, located at the bottom of the tab, allows you to see how many files
you have selected. See below:

Retrieve Rejected Protocols
This function will rename the log-file store.log to SAVTOT, and place it in the
directory selected in the file list. It will then relocate all *.rrr files from Net95
and Pamela protocol queues to the same directory that you selected in the file
list.
When the process is finished a message will be displayed stating how many
protocols of each type have been retrieved.

How to Retrieve Rejected Protocols
1.

Select the directory you would like to place the protocols.

2

Click on

.

Sort Protocols by Fault Groups
The SAVTOT log-file is scanned one row at a time to extract the faulty protocols.
If the protocol exists in the working directory, the program tries to match the
row in the log-file with any of the fault groups listed in the file
faultgroups.txt. If a match is found, then the protocol is moved to a subdirectory with the same name as the fault group. If this sub-directory does not
exist, the program will create it.
A message box will appear stating how many protocols were moved to subdirectories. See below:

A log-file is also created. The name of this log-file is faultgroups.log. This
log-file enables you to see which directory names have been used. The file is
automatically displayed in the inspection box. See below:
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How to Sort Protocols by Fault Groups
1.

Select the faulty protocols directory.
Note: The Faultgroups.txt file must be in the directory you
choose.

2.

Click on

.

Add Time
This function is an aid for correcting protocols with Test time too old, or
Test date too old errors.

How to Add Time to Protocols
To correct the protocols:
1.

Set the working directory to a directory containing protocols with
this kind of error.

2.

Click on

.

All selected protocols will be handled. If there are no protocols selected then all
protocols (*.rrr-files) in the directory will be handled.
The protocols are handled like this:
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•

The first check that is made is to see when the ID-number in the
protocol was last tested.

•

The date and time for the latest store is retrieved.

•

The new start time will be the latest start time increased by one
second.

•

The date and the stop time will be adjusted so that the test duration
will be unchanged for the current test protocol.
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•

If the same ID-number occurs again during the same run of the
Add Time function the start and stop time will be increased by one
second for each new occurrence of this ID-number.

Inspect Protocols
To inspect a protocol you select the protocol in the file list. The protocol will
then be displayed in the textbox File content of <..filename..>. Below the
textbox, the file length and the time of the last modification to the file are
shown.
If a protocol has a log-entry in the log-file SAVTOT, you can see the log-file
description in the Description in log-file textbox. See below:
Note: SAVTOT must exist in the same directory as the rejected protocol.

If the error description from the log-file contains an indication of an offending
line then this line will automatically be selected in the textbox. If the error is
Testdate is too old or Testtime is too old then this will be carried
out without a line indication in the log-file.

Edit Protocols
To edit a protocol type directly in to the textbox or double-click on the text in
the file list and the Notepad editor will start-up (the protocol will be loaded).
To save the changes, just leave the textbox or select File/Save from the Notepad
menu bar.
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Show Previous
If the file you are inspecting is a protocol and you would like to know if the
. This function
tested protocol has been tested before, then click on
enables you to inspect data for the last ten tests that have been run on the IDnumber in question.

Unpack DBREC
When testing in Net95, all protocols are stored in a local database, whereas if
you test online, the protocols will be stored both in the local database and in an
online database.
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The files stored in the local DBREC database consist of six sub-files:
Type of File

Name of File

Index

FM.INX

Index

FL.INX

Index

FF.INX

Data

FM.DB

Data

FL.DB

Data

FF.DB

If you have carried out tests on an off-line test station and want to store the test
protocols in the on-line database then:
1.

Select the directory DBREC.

2.

Click on

.

Admin will now create a sub-directory, temp, that will hold all the extracted
protocols.
For every new run of the Unpack DBREC function the naming of the files will
start on 0000000.REC. For each new extracted file the file number will be
increased by one.
Note: If the sub-directory temp already contains files from a previous run, these
will be overwritten.
When the function is completed a message will appear stating the number of
files that have been extracted.

Send Protocols to Queue
To send the extracted/corrected protocols to the queue:
1.

Set the working directory to the directory where they are stored.

2.

Click on

.

All selected protocols will be sent to the queue, if you have not selected any
protocols then all protocols (*.rrr and *.rec-files) in the directory will be
sent.
Note: If a protocol has the file extension .REC then the database is checked to
see if the protocol already exists – if so then the protocol will not be sent to the
queue.

Delete Files
Select all the files you want to delete and select File/Delete or press <Delete>.

Admin File Server
This tab makes it possible to supervise the protocol queues.
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Every fifth second the queues for storing, correcting and retrieving protocols for
both Net95 and Pamela will be refreshed and the result will be presented.
The tables below show which counter files are read for different information
when storing/correcting/retrieving protocols.
Note:

For storing/retrieving protocols Received means the next
protocol to be stored in the queue on pdoxcomm.
For correcting protocols Received means the next protocol to
be stored in the queue on TestnetIN.
Sent means the next protocol to be fetched by the
Store/Fetch program.
In queue means how many protocols there are in the queue
(Received–Sent).
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Storing Protocols

Pamela

Net95

Received

pamout.rec

fileno.rec

Sent

pamela.cnt

net95.cnt

In queue

pamout.rec –
pamela.cnt

fileno.rec –
net95.cnt

Correcting Protocols

Pamela

Net95

Received

pamela_admin.cnt

net95_admin.cnt

Sent

pamela_corr.cnt

net95_corr.cnt

In queue

pamela_admin.cnt –
pamela_corr.cnt

net95_admin.cnt –
net95_corr.cnt

Retrieving Protocols

Pamela

Net95

Received

pamin.req

fileno.req

Testnet User Guide

Sent

getpam.req

getdox.req

In queue

pamin.req –
getpam.req

fileno.req –
getdox.req

Admin Locations
This tab makes it possible to define the location of two files.

The Admin program needs to know where to find the protocol queues for both
Pamela and Net95 protocols and where to find the log-file store.log. The path
to the store.log is stored in the Windows registry.
To temporary change the paths to the protocol files or to the log-file enter the
new values in the textboxes or click on the

buttons.

To save the changes in the registry and to apply the changes in the running
session of the program click on the
button.
To reset the values to the previously saved values click on the
button.

Admin Database
This tab makes it possible to edit some database settings.
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The Database tab contains two different functions to modify the database. These
are:
•

Edit REPLOC…

•

Edit WEEKGOAL...

Database Search Function
Where it is possible to edit a database table there is a search function available.
This function allows you to retrieve data by setting search criteria. The fields
where you can enter search criteria are marked with a small square to the left of
the text box, for example:

Search criteria can be entered both for Software Id and Test id in this
example, but not for Rep pos or Description.
As well as entering the full name, number or date you can also carry out
searches by using wildcard characters. These characters are * and ?.
The * wildcard matches any sequence of zero or more characters.
The ? wildcard matches any single character.
Examples of the use of wildcards are:
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To Search For ...

Use Search Pattern

All values

*

All values starting with CAL 120

CAL 120*

All values including CAL

*CAL*

Only values equal to CAL 120 456

CAL 120 456
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All values like 1/CAL 121 456, 2/CAL 122 457 ...

?/CAL 12?*

Note: If you want to use a wildcard character in the date field you must use the
ISO date format, which is Year-Month-Day (YYYY-MM-DD).
For an example see the table below.
To Search For ...

Use Search Pattern

Single date

01/09/99 or 1999-09-01

All records from March

1999-03*

All records in June day 01 to 09

*-06-0?

You can use the ISO date format even if your default date setting in Windows is
different.
To reset all search fields click on

.

Edit REPLOC
The Edit REPLOC… function allows you to edit the repair location. This table
can be used for adding, updating, retrieving, deleting, and synchronising repair
locations.

To Add an Entry
1.

Enter a Software ID and Test ID.

2.

Enter the Repair position (not mandatory).

3.

Enter a Description (not mandatory).

4.

Click on

.

To Update an Entry
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1.

Select the row you would like to update.

2.

Update the Product number.
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3.

Click on

.

To Delete an Entry
1.

Select the row you would like to delete

2.

Click on

.

Synchronise Software ID
If you would like to view the Software ID's in numerical order:
•

.

Click on

Edit WEEKGOAL
The edit weekgoal function enables you to add, update, retrieve and delete
records in the WEEKGOAL table.
By selecting the relevant radio button you can decide whether to sort the table by
Product number or by Week.

To Add an Entry
1.

Enter Product number, Software ID, Week, and Goal.

2.

Click on

.

To Update an Entry
1.

Select the row you would like to update.

2.

Change any of the Product number, Software ID, Week, and
Goal fields.

3.

Click on

.

To Delete an Entry
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1.

Select the row you would like to delete

2.

Click on

.
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Users

Description
Users is a system administration application. All Testnet users must have their
access rights granted by a System Administrator. With this application System
Administrators can update and add user profiles as well as administer passwords
In Testnet there are four different types of users, these are:
•

Analysts

•

Repairers

•

Administrators

•

System Administrators

How to Start Users
•

Click on
in the Testnet main menu.
The Testnet – User Administration dialog box will appear:

Adding a User
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1.

Enter a User ID.

2.

Select the Category from the drop-down list.

3.

Enter the User name and Department.
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4.

In the Applications box, you must select what parts of Testnet
the user should have access to.
For example, this is the access rights for a System Administrator:

5.

Enter the user's New Password and then again in Verification.

6.

Click on
.
Note: A column in the user table shows when the password
expires:

To Update a User Profile
1.

Search for the user as described in "Search for a User".

2.

Make the changes in the relevant fields.

3.

Click on

.

To Delete a User Profile
1.

Search for the user as described in "Search for a User".

2.

Click on

.

How to Change the Password
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1.

Search for the user as described in "Search for a User".

2.

Enter a New Password.

3.

Enter the password again in the Verification field.

4.

Click on
.
Note: A column in the user table shows when the password
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expires:

Search for a User
1.

Enter the user's User ID or to retrieve all users enter an asterisk
(*).

2.

Enter the user's Category or to retrieve all categories enter an
asterisk (*).

3.

Click on

.

4. Select the user in the list to view information about that user.

To Reset Search Criteria
•
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To reset the search criteria click on

.
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Glossary of Terms

Action
Action code for repair.
Bartrack
Bartrack is a traceability system used for generating unique identification
numbers for individuals in production.
Cardmark
Cardmark is identification for a particular batch.
Class
This is a measurement point interval. +/- 180% is divided into 45 classes.
Cre.week
The week that the identification number was created in Bartrack, for example,
01 or week 1 is the first week of the year.
Empl.no
Empl.no is the employee number of the person running the test.
End time
End time is the time when the test was finished.
Err. point rel.
Test point on related unit.
Err. point.rfr
Test point where the fault was detected.
Err.class
Error class
Err.group rfr
Test group where the fault was detected.
Err.group.rel
Test group on related unit.
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Err.pos
Error position for repair
Err.type
Err.type is the error code for the repair made.
High.level
High.level is “Error symptom from higher level”, as entered in Repair
application.
Id.no
Id.no is the identification number of an individual.
Id.no.rel
Id.no.rel is the identification number of related unit.
Id.no.rfr
Id.no.rfr is the identification number of product where the fault was detected.
Loc.
Loc. is the test category (report location).
No.err
No.err is the number of errors.
Node
Node is the node/test station number where test was performed.
Passed
‘Y’ = Test OK, ‘N’ = Test Failed.
Prod.no.rel
Prod.no.rel is the product number of related unit.
Prod.no.rfr
Prod.no.rfr is the product number where the fault was detected
QSP
QSP is a quality system used for following up quality in production.
Related unit
This is the unit on the nearest upper or lower level that is related to the actual
identification number.
Rep comment
Rep comment contains the error description for repair.
Rep.cnt
Rep.cnt is the number of repairs.
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Rep.cnt.rel
Rep.cnt.rel is the number of repairs on related unit.
Rep.date
Date of repair.
Rep.date.rfr
Rep.date.rfr is the date when the repair was detected.
Rep.err.group
Test group where the repair was performed.
Rep.err.point
Test group where the repair was performed.
Rep.etime
Rep.etime is the time when the repair was finished.
Rep.stime
Rep.stime is the time when the repair was started.
R-state
R-state is the revision state for the Product.
R-state rfr
R-state rfr is the R-state where the fault was detected.
R-state.rel
R-state.rel is the R-state of related unit.
Start time
Start time is the time when the test was started.
Sw.id
Sw.id is Software identification – identification for a special test program.
Sw.id.rel
Sw.id rel is Software identification for related unit.
Sw.id.rfr
Sw.id.rfr is Software where the fault was detected.
Test comment
Comment from test station.
Test date
Test date is the date when the test was performed.
Test.cat
Test category.
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Test.cnt
Number of tests performed.
Test.err.group
Test group where the fault was detected.
Test.err.point
Test point where the fault was detected.
Test.id
Identification for different software identifications (1 = normal).
Test.id.rel
Test identification for related unit.
Test.id.rfr
Test identification for test where the fault was detected.
Total time
Total test time in seconds.
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Glossary

Measdata Capability Report
This glossary is also found on page three and four in the Word Capability report.
The glossary sheet holds this information:
DPMO

Defects Per Million Opportunities.
Expected DPMO:
A calculated value of DPMO of each measurement. The expected value is a
prediction of future fall-outs based on the normal distribution.
Observed DPMO:
A value of DPMO that is based upon actual faulty measurements.
PPM
Parts per million i.e. defects per million (compare DPMO).

Hi limit

Hi limit corresponds to USL – Upper Specification Limit (according to doc
1524)

Low limit

Low limit corresponds to LSL – Lower Specification Limit (according to doc
1524)

Hi Cap /
Lo Cap

The capability of the measurement is calculated both towards the High limit
(USL) - corresponding to Hi Cap - and the Low limit (LSL)- corresponding to
Lo Cap. The lowest value of Hi Cap and Lo Cap forms the actual CPK-value
(see Capability).

LSL, USL

The low and high specification limits of a measurement. Same as Hi and Low
limit.

Attribute data

Data that are not measured by (infinite) numerical values but are given
attributes, e.g. True/False or 1/0, are classified as Attribute data. In our case it is
referred to as Boolean data.

Yield

The percentage of the tested units that passed the test.

Pareto chart

A visual method for identifying significant problems, by arranging the data in a
bar graph by their relative sizes – from largest down. Its purpose is to identify
potential causes for further studies.

Instability

Values that are considered being too far from the population are categorized as
instabilities (outliers). Instability is determined by two formulas:
1) values outside 180% of the range of the limits and
2) values beyond 4 std from the mean value.

Capability

An index that serves as a prediction for individual measurements (or as a
whole) how capable a process is to perform within known limits. Capability is
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measured by CPK (a ratio between “a closeness to a limit” and the variation).
CPK=min[(USL-mean)/3std; (mean-LSL)/3std]
Important values of the index:
<1
The process is not capable, regardless of mean value.
1
The process balances on the edge of good/bad.
1,33-1,5 There is a margin for shifts in the process such as
different batches, noise in equipment etc.
2
World class performance.
The index is equivalent with the Z value at a ratio of 3. A CPK-value of 1,33
equals 4 as Z value. (See Sigma Value)
Norm test

A Chi-square test is used to examine the population whether a normal
distribution is at hand. Values below 0,05 indicate no normality, and a
transformation may take place.

Continuous data

Data that has infinite resolution (only restricted by the measuring device) and
no theoretic boundaries for negative and positive values. Typical measurements
are voltage, current, power etc.
Approximations to continuous data are made for those with boundaries at 0
(e.g. current may not drop below zero), as they show characteristics as being
continuous and can be calculated as such.

Outliers
Outlier Limit High Outlier
Limit Low

See Instability.

Transformation

Transformation is made to make capability calculations justified since it
requires normality. When measurements are deviating from normality the
transformation may be used.

Outlier Limit high and Limit Low are the calculated values at which a value is
considered an outlier if being outside.

Two criteria are involved; the CPK-value is below 1,0 and Norm test-value
shows non-normal behavior (see Norm test). The method used here is Area
transformation.
Sigma value

For a business process, the sigma value indicates how well that process is
performing, i.e. Z = 1,0 is bad, Z = 4,0 is mediocre performance, Z = 6,0 is
considered “world class””). See also Capability.

Standard deviation

A statistical index of variability or variation, normally designated s or
σ (sigma). s =

∑ (x

i

− x) 2

n −1

The standard deviation is a value, based upon all measurements, that tells us
how far apart, or narrow, our measurements are as a group. When the data is
normal distributed, or approximately normal, it is known that 99,73% of the
measurements fall between ±3 standard deviations from the mean value.
Conf Interval

Confidence Interval (CI) is a range where the true value most likely is within.
The certainty of such a statement is known as the confidence level, and is
normally at 95%.
There are two parameters that affect the CI: the sample size and the confidence
level.
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